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Welcome Grammar Gallery Travelers! 

Hello! This is a picture of me in front of my home in 

Southern California. I am going to be your guide on 

a tour of the West. We will travel to many 

interesting places. We also will learn about the 

English language. When our trip is over, I will ask 

you questions about what you learned. 

Have fun!   

Virginia, Grammar Gallery Tour Guide 

  

California, Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho, 
Colorado, and Arizona 
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The West is a region of the United States. There are 13 states in the Western region: Alaska, Arizona, 

California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and 

Wyoming.  

There are mountains, valleys, deserts, and rain forests in the Western region. The West also has 

many different climates. For example, it is cold in Alaska, hot in Arizona, rainy in Hawaii, and dry in 

New Mexico. In the West, some people live in big cities like San Francisco, California. Other people 

live in small towns like Twin Falls, Idaho.  

 

 

Let’s Look at the Language 

The words shown in blue are plural nouns. Plural 
nouns name more than one of something or 
someone. There are rules to follow to form regular 
plural nouns. For example, many plurals are formed 
by adding –s to the word: mountain  mountains, 
climate  climates. Here’s another rule: if the noun 
ends in a consonant and a -y, we change the -y to an 
-i and add –es: city  cities. Some nouns are 
irregular and do not follow any rules. For example, 
people is the plural of person.   

 

 

What is the West? 
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Let’s Look at the Language 

The words shown in blue are called modals.  A modal is a “helping” verb. We use modals for the 
following purposes: 1) to express ability and permission - EXAMPLE: You can visit a museum. 2) to 
give advice or orders - EXAMPLE: We should go to Fisherman’s Wharf. 3) to make requests -
EXAMPLE: Can you hand me my purse? 4) to discuss possible situations or conditions - EXAMPLE: San 
Francisco might be one of the most beautiful cities in the West. 

 

 

San Francisco is a big city on the coast of Northern 

California. There are many things to do in San Francisco. 

You can visit a museum, go to the opera, or see a baseball 

game. I have an idea. We should go to Fisherman’s Wharf.  

Let’s buy some of San Francisco’s famous sourdough 

bread. Can you hand me my purse? Oh, look over there. 

Can you see the Golden Gate Bridge? It is painted red! The 

bridge got its name because it is an entry way to 

California, the golden state. There’s Alcatraz Island. Can 

you see the city’s skyline? San Francisco might be one of 

the most beautiful cities in the West!  

 

 Golden Gate Bridge 

 sourdough bread 
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 Fisherman’s Wharf 

 Golden Gate Park 

 Alcatraz Island 
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Let’s Look at the Language 

Object pronouns take the place of a noun or noun phrase. You can figure 
out what the object pronoun refers to from context clues in the text. The 
words shown in blue are object pronouns. Object pronouns are used as 
direct or indirect objects, or as objects of prepositions. An object 
pronoun can be singular (me, you, him, her, it) or plural (us, you, them). 

 

Oregon is home to the deepest lake in the United 

States—Crater Lake. As we walk around the lake, 

follow me closely. The lake is very deep. I don’t 

want you to fall in!  

Crater Lake National Park is open all year. My 

cousins visit in the winter. Cold weather 

activities are fun for them. We are visiting in the 

spring. The temperatures are warmer for us. We 

can hike, camp, or fish.  

Crater Lake is a special place for members of the 

Klamath tribe. Long ago, a Klamath boy had to 

climb the steep edges of the lake. This was an 

important way for him to show that he was 

becoming a man. A Klamath girl also had to 

perform difficult tasks.  It was also important for 

her to show she was becoming a woman.  

Today, you can see an image of Crater Lake on 

the state’s license plates and on Oregon’s 

commemorative quarter. 
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Let’s Look at the Language 

A question is sentence that calls for a response. In the 
text above, the sentences in blue are questions. A 
question begins with a capital letter and ends with a 
question mark (?).  

 

  
 

 

 People climbing 
Mt. Rainier 

Do you like to climb mountains? Many people try to climb 

Mount Rainer every year. It is very difficult to climb. What 

is the elevation of the city where you live? I bet it’s not as 

high as Mount Rainier. At 14,410 feet, Mount Rainier is the 

tallest mountain in Washington.  

Have you learned about volcanoes in school? A volcano is 

an opening in the earth’s crust. Hot melted rock can burst 

up through this hole creating a mountain. Mount Rainer 

last erupted in 1898.  

Do you like to hike or camp? During July and August, Mount 

Rainier National Park is a great place for hiking and 

camping.  
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We are going to visit Shoshone Falls, one of the most 

famous attractions in Idaho. First, we have to drive to 

Twin Falls, Idaho. Then we will drive about five more 

miles. After we park our car, we will walk to Shoshone 

Falls. This is a huge waterfall on the Snake River.  

Traditionally, Native Americans fished for salmon at the 

base of the falls. Salmon was an important part of their 

diet. Later, people built dams on the upper Snake River. 

They used the water from the river for their crops.  

Let’s walk around the falls for a while. Afterward, we can 

eat lunch in Twin Falls. Idaho is famous for potatoes. 

Let’s have a baked potato for lunch!  

 

 

 

 

Let’s Look at the Language 

The words shown in green in the text—first, then, 
after, later, afterward—are sequence words. We use 
sequence words to let a listener or reader know 
they will hear or read a series of ideas or events that 
take place in a certain order.  
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  Colorado is famous for tall mountains, ski resorts, and 

summer bicycle races. It’s also the state where many 

American athletes get ready for the summer Olympics. We 

can tour the Olympic training facilities. Tours begin every 

half hour and include a short film and a walk around the 

facilities. We’ll see the weightlifting center and the 

aquatics area. Michael Phelps, winner of 28 Olympic 

medals, trained in the swimming pools here. He has won 

more medals than any other Olympic athlete in history. 

The tour takes about an hour. After the tour, we can go to 

the gift shop. I love the Olympics!  

 

 

 

Let’s Look at the Language 

The words in blue are prepositions. A preposition is 
a word that shows the relationship of a noun or 
pronoun to another word or words in a sentence. 
For example, a preposition is used before a noun or 
pronoun to show time (e.g., after the tour; about an 
hour), place/location (e.g., in the swimming pools; 
around the facilities), direction (e.g., to the gift 
shop), or possession (e.g., winner of 16 Olympic 
medals). 
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  We are in Arizona to visit the famous Grand Canyon. The 

Grand Canyon is huge. It is one mile deep, 277 miles long, and 

18 miles wide in some places. The hike to the bottom seems 

endless. However, it really only takes about eight hours.  The 

many colors and layers of the rocks make the hike interesting. 

At the bottom of the canyon, you can take an exciting boat ride 

on the Colorado River. The rapids on the river can be bumpy 

and scary. Most people only see the Grand Canyon from the 

rim. That’s what we’re going to do. I want to hike this amazing 

canyon one day, but not today! I need to get in better shape for 

the longest hike of my life.  

 

 

 Let’s Look at the Language 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun—a person, place, or thing. We use adjectives to provide additional 
information about nouns. The words (in red) in the above text are adjectives. Adjectives may be placed: 1) before a 
noun: We are in Arizona to visit the famous Grand Canyon. 2) after a noun: The many colors and layers of the rocks make 
the hike interesting. 3) after certain verbs (e.g., to be, to seem): The Grand Canyon is huge. The hike to the bottom 
seems endless. Adjectives also may be used in the comparative (e.g., better) or superlative (e.g., longest) form. 
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Attention Grammar Gallery Travelers! 

There’s still a lot more to do and explore. What’s next?  

TAKE A QUIZ. Click on the link below. You can test your knowledge AND 

impress your family.  

http://www.grammargallery.org/westquiz2.html 

VISIT OTHER SITES IN THE WEST. Check out links to other places in the 

West that you can “visit.” There are also links to sites with more 

information about the places we explored together. Click here to get started. 

WRITE A STORY ABOUT THE WEST. We are looking for student authors! 

Can you write a story about one of the places you visited in the West? It can 

be a made-up story, a story with facts, or a story that combines facts with 

made-up characters and events. Click here to submit your story. 

Thank you so much for traveling with us to the West! 
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